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Abstract. During conventional surgical tasks, surgeons use their tactile perception in their finger tips to sense the degree of softness of biological tissues to identify tissue types and to feel for any abnormalities. However, in robotic-assisted surgical systems, surgeons are unable to sense this information because only surgical tools interact with tissues. In order to provide surgeons with such useful tactile perception, therefore, a tactile sensor is required that is capable of simultaneously measuring contact force and resulting tissue deformation. Accordingly, this paper discusses the design, prototyping, testing, and validation of an innovative tactile sensor that is capable of measuring the degree of softness of soft objects such as tissues under both static and dynamic loading conditions and which is also magnetic resonance compatible and electrically passive. These unique characteristics of the proposed sensor would also make it a practical choice for use in robotic-assisted surgical platforms. The prototype version of this sensor was developed by using optical micro-systems technology and, thus far, experimental results performed on the prototyped sensor have validated its ability to measure the relative softness of artificial tissues.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the use of advanced diagnostic medical devices in surgical tasks has increased at a fast pace. Such surgical tasks range from conventional minimally invasive surgery (MIS) to sophisticated minimally invasive robotic surgery (MIRS) and catheter-based cardiovascular techniques (CBT). In fact, the success of robotic-assisted surgical platforms, such as the da Vinci surgical system (Intuitive Surgical Inc.), has demonstrated the advantages of such platforms over traditional open-surgery techniques. Also the Amadeus Surgical Robot, has been developed by the Titan Medical, Inc., Canada although this system has not yet been made commercially available. It offers enhanced features such as improved vision systems, long-distance tele-surgical applications, and force feedback. Although Amadeus offers a force feedback feature, it does not provide tactile feedback. Similarly, robotic catheter systems such as the Sensai Robotic Navigation System, developed by the Hansen Medical Inc., provides surgeons only with force feedback and not with tactile feedback whenever the tip of the catheters interacts with vessel walls or cardiac tissues. In brief, despite the advantages of such systems, they still suffer from a number of inadequacies. The lack of reliable tactile sensors capable of measuring tactile information between surgical tools and tissues is one of the main causes of such inadequacy. In order to respond to this shortcoming, tactile sensors are needed to mimic the palpation performed by surgeon’s fingertips. Such tactile sensors would provide the necessary sensory feedback that would enable surgeons to characterize and diagnose abnormal tissue areas (tumorous lumps), blood vessels (arteries and veins), and ureters. As a result, the development of a tactile sensor that replicates the perception of the surgeon’s fingertips is crucial for diagnosing purposes in minimally invasive surgical systems. During tool-tissue interactions, such a tactile sensor would measure the relative softness of the contact tissue and the local discontinuities in the softness. Technically, the degree of softness can be measured using various methods. In the present study, Shore (Durometer) type A and type OO scales are used to measure the softness of tested artificial tissues. The softness of a material is dependent on mechanical properties such as its stiffness and modulus of elasticity.

The softness of a tissue is sensed by the tactile sensor in a similar manner to the surgeon’s fingertip whereby the less hard the material actually is, the softer it feels. Similar to the surgeons’ fingertips, the tactile sensor will diagnose the tissue based on its type and degree of softness. The term “softness” is used for characterizing soft objects while the term “hardness” is mainly reserved for hard objects.

To develop a tactile sensor for surgical diagnosis, four design constraints are taken into consideration. First, there is the need to ensure that the sensor is immune from the effects of magnetic flux and radiation since surgical procedures, in the presence of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) devices, are likely to become more commonplace in the future. Second, for safety concerns, it is necessary to ensure that no electric current permeates from the sensor into the patient’s body. For example, in intracardiac surgeries, introducing electrical currents might result in disturbing the normal electrical activities in the heart. Third, surgeons usually need to feel tissue information while, at the same time,
maintaining a stable contact between robotic surgical tools (e.g., graspers or catheter-tips) and tissues. During such stable contact, the tool-tissue interaction force is in static loading condition. Fourth, only a very small space is available at the tips of surgical tools for the integration of tactile sensors. As a result of these four constraints, the tactile sensor ideally should be MRI-compatible, electrically passive, capable of performing under combined static and dynamic loading conditions, and miniaturized.

Recently, numerous tactile sensors have been proposed for use in surgical tasks among which are those based on electrical sensing principles such as strain gauges, piezoelectric, piezoresistive, and capacitive. All these, however, are neither MRI-compatible nor electrically passive. Moreover, such electrical-based sensors, especially those which are piezoelectric-based, cannot perform optimally under static loading conditions. Considering the size constraints, optical microsystems are one of the few choices that can address the above-mentioned design constraints. Although a number of MRI-compatible optical sensors have been proposed for use in surgical tasks, they only measure force and not tissue softness.

In previous work undertaken by the authors, a novel optical tactile sensor was introduced which is both MRI-compatible and electrically passive but was neither capable of measuring the degree of softness of tissue nor was it miniaturized. Recently, however, we have designed an optical-based tactile sensor that has overcome these two missing criteria and it is the purpose of this paper to describe its fabrication and testing. Being optically-based, it is safe to use this sensor in MIS, MIRS, and CBT procedures in order to measure the relative softness of soft objects such as biological tissues. Furthermore, test results of the tests confirm that the sensor is able to distinguish between three artificial tissues with different degrees of softness as is found in actual biological tissues in real surgical situations. In addition, in contrast to existing sensors, the tactile sensor proposed in this study is MRI-compatible, electrically passive, and able to perform under both static and dynamic loading conditions.

2 Sensor Design

Figure 1 illustrates the structural design of the proposed sensor to measure the relative softness of objects such as biological tissues. The sensor is able to measure both the contact force and the resulting deformation of soft objects. As a result, the sensor has two layers of sensing elements in which one layer measures the contact force, while the other measures the tissue deformation.

The sensor consists of nine silicon structural parts, three elastomeric foundations, and three pairs of optical fibers. The nine silicon parts from N-Type <100> silicon wafer include one substrate, three chips micro-machined with v-grooves, four supports, and one beam micro-machined with v-grooves. The elastic foundations are made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer material. The optical fibers used in this design are single-mode fibers.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the elastic foundations are mounted on the substrate, and three chips with v-grooves are mounted on the elastic foundations. Two pairs of optical fibers (Fibers B Left/Right and C Left/Right) are integrated into the v-grooves of the chips. The integrated Fibers Band C measure the relative displacement of the elastic foundations at the left and right ends, respectively, for estimating the contact force. The beam with v-grooves is fixed on the end supports so the beam is assumed to have fixed-fixed boundary conditions in bending. A pair of optical fibers (Fibers A Left/Right) is integrated into the v-groove of the beam to measure the deformation of soft objects for estimating the relative softness.

The arrangement of optical fibers inside the v-grooves of the supports, and the beam is shown in Fig. 2. This figure presents the top view of the sensor in which the beam is cross-sectioned in order that the arrangement of the fibers can be clearly visualized. Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right are integrated into the v-groove micro-machined on the bottom surface of the beam as shown in Fig. 2 in such a way that there is a gap between the bare ends of Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right in the mid-region of the beam.

Fiber B Left is integrated into the v-groove of the left support chip and is terminated at the edge of the chip, while Fiber B Right is integrated into the v-grooves of the right support chip and middle chip and is terminated at the left edge of the middle chip as shown in Fig. 2. Fiber C Left is integrated into the v-grooves of the left support chip and middle chip and is terminated at the right edge of the middle chip as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, Fiber C Right is integrated into the v-groove of the right support chip and is terminated at the left edge of this chip. In order to facilitate relative displacements between the end and the middle supports, small gaps are provided between the left and the right parts of Fiber B and Fiber C.
In order to measure the relative softness of the tissue to be contacted (Fig. 3), the amplitude of the interacting load between the sensor and the tissue as well as the resultant deformation of the tissue itself, must be measured simultaneously. In the proposed design, the deformation of soft objects is measured by Fiber A through bending of the beam, while Fibers B and C measure the contact force at the left and right ends, respectively.

The load applied to the sensor results in the compression of the left and right elastic foundations (PDMS layers in this case) of the sensor. As a result, an optical misalignment occurs between the Fiber B Left and the Fiber B Right at point (l) on the left side of the sensor, as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, on the right side, an optical misalignment occurs between the Fiber C Left and the Fiber C Right at point (r), as shown in Fig. 3. By measuring the loss in optical transmission due to misalignment through Fiber B at point (l) and through Fiber C at point (r), the amplitude of the load can be measured. Similarly, the angular deflection of the beam at its central point can be determined by measuring the coupling loss between each pair of fibers. For the force measurement, the contact force results in a lateral misalignment between each pair of fibers which results in coupling loss. However, for the deformation measurement, the deformation of the contact object results in the deflection of the sensor beam, and the deflection results in the angular misalignment between the pairs of Fiber A with resultant coupling loss. The theoretical considerations involved with the force measurement and the deformation measurement are slightly different.

### 3 Sensor Modeling

When the sensor interacts with a soft object, it measures the contact force as well as the resulting deformation of the soft object. The contact force is measured by Fibers B and C, whereas the resulting deformation is measured by Fiber A. The sensing principle relies on measuring the coupling loss between each pair of fibers. For the force measurement, the contact force results in a lateral misalignment between each pair of fibers which results in coupling loss. However, for the deformation measurement, the deformation of the contact object results in the deflection of the sensor beam, and the deflection results in the angular misalignment between the pairs of Fiber A with resultant coupling loss. The theoretical considerations involved with the force measurement and the deformation measurement are slightly different.

#### 3.1 Force Measurement

The coupling loss (dB) due to the lateral misalignment between Fiber B Left and Fiber B Right is modeled theoretically as the relation between the contact force, the resulting lateral misalignment, and the sensor output. Based on that, the theoretical explanation of the relationship between the contact force and the sensor output is investigated.

The coupling efficiency caused by the misalignment of Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right of the sensor can be defined as:

$$\eta_{\text{Force}} = 4 \frac{D}{B} \exp \left[ -A \frac{C}{B} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

---

**Fig. 2** The configuration of the optical fibers on the silicon parts of the sensor: (a) the top view in which the sensor beam is transparent for better visualization; and (b) the magnified version of the top view.

**Fig. 3** The sensor is contacting a soft object to measure the degree of softness.

**Fig. 4** For the same amount of distributed force applied to the tissue by the sensor, the greater the object’s degree of softness, the greater the deflection of the sensor beam. In (a), the object is very hard. The object in (b) is harder than that in (c).
in which $k$ is the propagation constant of the gap media between fibers, $w_{BL}$ and $w_{BR}$ are the Gaussian mode field radius of Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right, respectively. $Q$ is the gap between Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right and $\Delta l$ is the lateral displacement between the axis of Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right.

$$k = \frac{2\pi n_0}{\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$w_{BL} = a \left( 0.65 + \frac{1.619}{V^{3/2}} + \frac{2.879}{V^6} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$w_{BR} = w_{BL}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$V = \frac{2\pi a^2}{L} \sqrt{\frac{n_{core}^2}{n_{cladding}^2} - 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

in which $n_0$, $n_{core}$, and $n_{cladding}$ are the refractive indices of the media, of the core of fibers, and of the cladding of fibers, respectively; $a$ is the radius of the core of the fiber and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the light. $\Delta l$ is derived due to the linear elastic behavior of the elastic foundation. In fact, the PDMS is modeled as a linear elastic material since the deformations applied to the elastic foundation are small in this case.

$$\Delta l = \frac{l}{EA} F,$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $l$ is the initial thickness of the PDMS layer; $E$ is the modulus of elasticity of the PDMS; $A$ is the area of the small chip, which is mounted on the small PDMS layer; and $F$ is the contact force. Now, based on the coupling efficiency and the power of the light source ($P_{BL}$), the power of the coupled light from Fiber B Left into Fiber B Right ($P_{BR}$) can be obtained as:

$$P_{BR} = \eta_{Force} P_{BL},$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

which converts the light intensity of Fiber B Right into the electric voltage, $V_{BR}$. Consequently, the electric output voltage of the sensor is the electric voltage, which is linearly proportional to $P_{BR}$ which means that the sensor output voltage can be calculated as follows:

$$V_{BR} = R(\lambda, LOAD) P_{BR},$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

in which $R(\lambda, LOAD)$ is the multiplication of the spectral responsiveness of the photodetector and the resistance of an external load. The spectral responsiveness, which is a function of the light wavelength, can be obtained from the specifications of the photodetector. The external load resistance, which defines the sensitivity of the voltage measurement, can be tuned. Ultimately, using a DAQ, the output voltage can be readily obtained using LabVIEW software. Such theoretical formulations provide the contact force on the left side of the sensor. The same theory is applied between Fiber C Left and Fiber C Right so as to model the contact force applied on the right side of the sensor.

### 3.2 Deformation Measurement

The coupling loss (dB) due to the angular misalignment between optical Fiber A Left and optical Fiber A Right of the sensor is proportional to the deformation of the contacted soft object. As previously stated, for the same amount of contact force, the greater the tissue softness and beam deflection with consequent increase in angular misalignment between Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right. Here the relation between the angular misalignment and the sensor output is modeled. The coupling efficiency caused by the misalignment between Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right of the sensor can be defined as $\eta_{Deformation}$ which is derived from Eqs. (1) to (11) where BL and BR subscripts are changed to AL and AR subscripts, respectively using Eq. (15) instead of Eq. (4):^{26,20}

$$C = D(G^2 + D + 1) \sin^2(\Delta \theta).$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

$w_{AL}$ and $w_{AR}$ are the Gaussian mode-field radius of Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right, respectively; $Q$ is the gap between Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right and $\Delta \theta$ is the angular misalignment between the axis of Fiber A Left and Fiber A Right.

Now, based on the coupling efficiency and the power of the light source, $P_{AL}$, the power of the coupling light into Fiber A Right, the $P_{AR}$, can be obtained as follows:

$$P_{AR} = \eta_{Deformation} P_{AL},$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Fiber A Right is coupled to a sensor containing a photodetector which converts the light intensity of the fiber into an electric voltage, $V_{AR}$. Consequently, the output of the sensor is the electric voltage, which is linearly proportional to $P_{AR}$ and can be determined using Eq. (14) as described in Sec. 3.1. Similar to the sensor output from Fibers B and C, the output voltage for Fiber A ($V_{AR}$) is recorded on LabVIEW. $\Delta \theta$ increases and $V_{AR}$ becomes lower in proportion to the softness of the contact object.

In the present although this paper presents the conceptual aspect of a current mathematical model of a sensor that is capable measuring relative softness it can also be used as a basis for the quantitative measurement of material properties of tissues for any future work.
4 Sensor Prototyping

4.1 Sensor Micro-Fabrication

An illustration of the sensor components are shown in Fig. 5. The substrate (Layer A) and the four supports (Layer D) of the sensor were diced precisely from an N-Type <100> silicon wafer. The elastic foundations (Layer B) were made of PDMS films. A Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit (Dow Corning Co., MI) with the ratio of 10:1 was used to make the PDMS films. The thickness of this layer was 500 μm. In order to achieve a uniform layer with a smooth surface quality, a spin coater was used to coat the PDMS layer on a silicon wafer. The layers were then diced into small strips with the required dimensions. Another N-Type <100> silicon wafer was used to make the v-grooved parts of the sensor (Layer A and Layer E). An anisotropic wet-etching with buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) and tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) was used to micro-machine the v-grooves on the silicon wafer after which a wafer-dicing machine was used to cut out the chips and the beam from the micro-machined silicon wafer.

4.2 Sensor Assembly

After the micro-machining of the sensor components, they are assembled. First, the v-grooved chips were placed on the elastic foundations [Fig. 5(b)] and mounted on the substrate. Afterward, the optical fibers were placed and glued appropriately inside the v-grooves of the chips upon which the supports were fixed on the chips. The fibers were then integrated into the middle v-groove of the beam. Finally, the beam was accordingly placed and fixed on the supports.

5 Experimental Setup

Softness measurement of artificial tissues and also for the measurement of local discontinuities in the softness of these tissues. Figure 7 illustrates the experimental setup. The light source is connected to Fibers A Left, B Left, and C Left. Fibers A Right, B Right, and C Right are connected to three photodetectors. The light source is an HP-371 superluminescent diode (SLD) from Superlum (Ireland). At the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the SLD, its spectral bandwidth and center wavelength are 53 and 843 nm, respectively. The photodetectors are DET02AFC with the wavelength range of 400 to 1100 nm, from Thorlabs (NJ). Using a DAQ (an NI PCI-6225 from National Instruments), the electrical output signals of the photodetectors are digitized and stored in the connected computer. Using an ElectroForce 3200 test instrument from Bose (MN), the sensor was tested experimentally. The test instrument comes with a software interface called WinTest which provides...
a user-friendly environment to control the test parameters such as force and displacement. Known reference force/displacement functions, customized on the WinTest software, were applied to the test setup. The output voltage of the photodetectors was measured on the LabVIEW software.

Figure 8 shows the sensor under experimental tests. A number of test setup scenarios were used. The sensor was placed on the low jaw of the Bose test instrument. In the first scenario, the sensor was tested under a concentrated force applied to the sensor beam, whereas in the second scenario, the sensor was tested while interacting with artificial tissues. The first scenario was chosen to examine the response of the sensor under static loading conditions. The second scenario was set up to validate the sensor ability to measure the relative softness. In Fig. 8(a), the sensor was tested with concentrated forces applied from an indenter to different points on the sensor beam. Figure 8(b) shows the sensor measuring the softness of an artificial tissue.

6 Tests Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the sensor in measuring the relative softness of tissues, the sensor was tested with three artificial tissues with different degrees of softness. Figure 9 shows the output of the sensor while contacting the artificial tissues. In this test, the setup is the same as the test configuration shown in Fig. 8(b). Three silicone rubber materials with different degrees of softness were used as artificial tissues. In the previous work presented by the authors, it was shown that the silicone rubbers have similar material properties to biological tissues. The following silicone rubber materials were used: 1) the 10-OO with the degree of softness equal to 10 Shore on scale OO; 2) the 30-OO with the degree of softness equal to 30 Shore on scale OO; and 3) the 20-A with the degree of softness equal to 20 Shore on scale A. Among these three materials, 10-OO is the softest material, whereas 20-A is the hardest. A triangle function was chosen to examine the linearity and hysteresis of sensor outputs. For the frequency of force function, the relatively slow rate of 0.1 Hz was chosen to observe any potential relaxation of the artificial tissues. During the tests, the lower jaw was fixed and a force, in the form of a triangular waveform, was applied from the upper jaw. This condition was repeated for all three silicone rubber materials.

As shown in Fig. 9, Fibers B and C measure the force, while Fiber A measures the degree of softness of the contact objects. For the three tested materials, Fibers B and C measure the same force. However, the output of Fiber A varies in the three tested materials. The more the voltage drops for Fiber A, the softer the tested material. Using this concept, the results show that the 10-OO is softer than the 30-OO and 20-A is hardest. This comparison confirms the capability of the sensor to measure the softness of soft contact objects in a relative way. These artificial tissues can represent three biological tissues in real surgical conditions. As an example, they can represent mitral valve leaflet tissue (softest), left atrium tissue (medium), and mitral valve annulus tissue (hardest) in cardiovascular mitral valve repair surgery. Among them, the leaflet is the softest one, the
The annulus is the harder one, and the atrium has the moderate degree of softness. In terms of the linearity, Fiber A has a linear behavior, whereas Fibers B and C do not show linear behavior. However, in terms of hysteresis, the sensor output from all three Fibers A, B, and C show only a negligible amount. Even though the linearity and hysteresis of the sensor outputs have not been quantified, a qualitative analysis of these characteristics can be observed in Fig. 9.

In the second test, the ability of the sensor to detect the location of an embedded lump/artery was investigated. The conditions of the test are similar to Fig. 8(b) except that now a solid lump was embedded inside the artificial tissue in the left-half region of the sensor. A triangular waveform force with the amplitude between 0.1 and 2.5 N and with the frequency of 0.1 Hz was applied through the upper jaw of the test instrument. Figure 10 shows the sensor response to such test conditions from Fibers B and C. As can be seen, the output voltage of Fiber B is less than the output voltage of Fiber C. This means that the deformation of the left elastic foundation is more than the deformation of the right elastic foundation which confirms that the lump is located on the left-half region of the sensor beam.

In the last test, the capability of the sensor to perform under static loading conditions was examined. To do so, a square concentrated force function with the frequency of 0.025 Hz was applied on the sensor. Figure 11 shows the force applied to the sensor as well as the response of the sensor from Fibers A and B. Since Fiber B and Fiber C display similar behavioral patterns, only one of them, Fiber B, was considered in this test. Because Fiber A is attached to a rigid silicon structure, its output has negligible drift. However, Fiber B has more drift since it is indirectly attached to the elastic foundation. In fact, the time-dependent mechanical properties of PDMS elastic foundation (such as its relaxation and creep) result in the drift in the outputs of Fiber B and C. This drift can be minimized by changing the material of the elastic foundation to an elastic material with the minimum of viscoelastic properties.

7 Conclusions

This paper presents an innovative concept for an optical tactile sensor for diagnosing purposes during minimally invasive surgical tasks. The sensor measures the relative softness of tissues under both static and dynamic interactions. Moreover, the sensor diagnoses discontinuities in the softness along its sensing element. Such capability allows surgeons to distinguish between different types of tissues. More importantly, to address the needs of specific types of surgical tasks, the proposed sensor is MRI-compatible and also electrically passive. Using microsystems technology, a prototype version of the sensor was micro-machined. To examine the sensor performance, a number of experimental tests were performed using soft objects as artificial tissues. Test results validate the sensor ability to measure the relative softness as well as the local discontinuities in the softness of tissues. In doing so, the sensor can be used to relatively distinguish various types of tissues during the interactions between surgical tools and tissues in surgical applications.
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